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Dear friends, 

 

It has been a good couple of months since my last newsletter. All four prayer requests from my last newsletter 

have been answered!  

For starters, the Tanzanian translators have recently returned to being able to work at the project office instead of 

working from their homes. Second, the transition to the new President of Tanzania (you might recall the former 

one passed away unexpectedly) has been smooth and some positive changes have happened since she took of-

fice. As for the third prayer request, Zarya's arm has healed very well, and she has no permanent nerve damage 

after her nasty break. Fourth and finally, you can read more about Ikizu Matthew in the following section. 

Also, I am pleased to say that the Zanaki translators and I have nigh about finished revising Luke. I forget what a 

very long book Luke is until when I am working through a chapter and start feeling like I should be nearing the 

end, but then realize that I'm only halfway there. The average number of verses in each chapter of Luke is higher 

than in any other New Testament book. It's also the longest book in the NT, so getting through it feels like a victo-

ry.  

While I don't expect that you can read the text at right, can you guess what it is? It's a 

page from Ikizu Matthew! It still has to pass one more typesetting checking step be-

fore it can be printed, but I think it looks pretty fantastic. The typesetting process 

thus far has involved things such as creating the title page and copyright page con-

tent, proofing all of the footnotes and picture captions once we could see them in 

their formatted state on the page, and deciding which chapter reference(s) to use in 

the header. 

If you're wondering why there needs to be a decision about which chapter(s) to put in 

the header, look at the top right corner of the page. Depending on what we had cho-

sen to do with the header, it could have read Matthew 10, 11Matthew 10, 11Matthew 10, 11Matthew 10, 11 or Matthew 10Matthew 10Matthew 10Matthew 10 or Mat-Mat-Mat-Mat-

thew 11thew 11thew 11thew 11. We opted to put only the chapter of the last verse on the page. Some opt to 

use the chapter of the first verse on the page and some list every chapter on the 

page. It's not a big decision that takes a long time, but it (and many other small 

things) still had to be identified and selected. And with the typesetter being located in New Zealand, the transla-

tors in Tanzania, and me in the USA, email conversations between us were a little slow!  

Please pray for this book to be completed and printed soon!  

Ikizu Matthew 



In Christ’s love, 

    Michelle SandeenMichelle SandeenMichelle SandeenMichelle Sandeen    

For financial partnership:For financial partnership:For financial partnership:For financial partnership:    

Make contributions payable Tyndale Bible Translators and include a separate note saying, “Preference for the 
ministry of Michelle Sandeen, account 13887.”  
Send to Tyndale Bible Translators, 6667 E 24th Drive, Everson, WA 98247. 
 
To give online, go to www.tyndalebibletranslators.org/missionaries/michelle-sandeen 

A considerable percentage of my working hours lately have involved the consultant checks for Zanaki John and Ikizu He-

brews, and I anticipate spending a fair bit of time on the consultant checks of Zanaki Hebrews and Ikizu John in the very 

near future. 

As you might have picked up through reading my newsletters over the years, after I check the draft of a translated book, 

the draft then passes through a community check ("normal" people), a consultant check (outside expert), and a review-

ers' check (local church leaders). 

During the course of a consultant check, the consultant makes notes for the translators in the text. The translators re-

spond to these notes and sometimes make a change to the text as a result of having an issue pointed out. For most of 

the notes, I simply read them and move on, because either the translators have answered the consultant's question by 

explaining that their text is indeed correct, or they have realized it's not and they made a change accordingly. 

Occasionally, however, I see that there is a need for a second opinion/middle man, and I step into the conversation. 

Sometimes I need to affirm the consultant's question and request the translators to think about it again, because I think 

there is still an issue. Sometimes I need to affirm the translators' response to the consultant about why they shouldn't 

change the text. 

And, very rarely, there are times when I need to address them all and say that the change made as a result of the ques-

tion is not consistent with what has already been decided and implemented in all of the other books in this language's 

New Testament, so should this really be done or not? 

That simplifies the matter a little, but I think you get the idea. Fortunately/Unfortunately, the translators with whom I've 

had the privilege of working recently (one in the UK and two in the Netherlands) are quite sharp and also very familiar 

with Tanzanian languages, and the Ikizu and Zanaki translators are both very competent teams, so I haven't had to in-

sert myself into too many discussions. I admit it's a little boring sometimes when you have great colleagues. 

Competent Colleagues Make Me Yawn 

I've been taking these three energetic kids I've been taking these three energetic kids I've been taking these three energetic kids I've been taking these three energetic kids 

(8, 6, and 4) to all of the wonderful parks in (8, 6, and 4) to all of the wonderful parks in (8, 6, and 4) to all of the wonderful parks in (8, 6, and 4) to all of the wonderful parks in 

our little town ever since the weather our little town ever since the weather our little town ever since the weather our little town ever since the weather 

changed and Zarya's cast came off. We love changed and Zarya's cast came off. We love changed and Zarya's cast came off. We love changed and Zarya's cast came off. We love 

the freedom of our homeschool schedule, the freedom of our homeschool schedule, the freedom of our homeschool schedule, the freedom of our homeschool schedule, 

which allows for plenty of time outdoors. which allows for plenty of time outdoors. which allows for plenty of time outdoors. which allows for plenty of time outdoors.     


